The Story of the Progress of Medicine by C F V Smout MD pp viii + 156 illustrated 30s Bristol: John Wright 1964 All profits on the sale of this book are to be given to the University of Birmingham for research in medicine. It is intended mainly for the layman, and is based on a series of 'popular' lectures. To tell the story of the progress of medicine within the compass of 150 pages is no easy task, and it is obvious that the author has encountered difficulties in the selection of his material. It is not surprising that his work tends to be a little unbalanced. Edward Jenner well deserves his four pages and four figures, but the same cannot be said of Harbledown Hospital or of Tom Hood's ballad on body-snatching. The valuable space might have been given to Sir Charles Bell, who is dismissed in two brief sentences, or to Sir J Y Simpson, who has only half a sentence. Although himself eminent as an anatomist, Professor Smout makes no mention of the Alexander Monros, three in number, nor of the notorious Dr Robert Knox. Nevertheless the story will serve its purpose as an introduction to the fascinating paths of medical history, not only for the layman but also for the medical student. The 48 figures are clearly reproduced, and the bibliography of 97 references provides a good guide to deeper study.
DOUGLAS GUTHRIE
Practical Pediatric Problems by James H Hutchison OBE MD(GlaS) FRCP(LOnd) FRCP(Ed) FRCP(Glas) pp xii + 514 illustrated 50s London: Lloyd-Luke 1964 The production of a new textbook invites serious criticism. The complexity of medicine makes it increasingly difficult for one author to write with authority and with the insight given only by practical familiarity. Professor Hutchison's book survives such scrutiny. Invited to discuss practical pediatric problems, he has enlarged the scope to produce a real textbook of pwediatrics, up to date, interesting and useful both for undergraduate students and temporary or permanent postgraduates. Copious references introduce the reader to authoritative articles, reviews and special monographs. The captious critic could regret the omission of any mention of accidents or of lead-poisoning or of the results of quaffing paraffin or mother's iron pillssurely practical enough problems. And if the science of dermatoglyphics has reached Glasgow, the pediatricians have not harnessed it yet to the diagnosis of the trisomies. The account of congenital pyloric stenosis contains no differential diagnosis. The section on the newborn baby is so good that the author may be forgiven three hundred words on hyperbaric oxygen for resuscitation, of which 'the efficacy ... awaits confirmation'.
Well printed, with illustrations that illustrate, this book, its author and the publishers deserve commendation. ALFRED The original edition of this book was the first successful attempt to provide a clear and concise account of the subject of surgical physiology; five years later this publication remains preeminent in its field.
In the second edition the basic layout is unaltered but most of the chapters have been expanded. This has been necessary in order to include recent advances in knowledge of the various subjects, but a large number of modifications have also been made. In the additional text and illustrations the authors have preserved the clarity of expression which was an impressive feature of the first edition.
This book is strongly recommended to candidates for both the primary and final Fellowship examinations but it is also of the greatest value to all postgraduate students of surgery in the widest sense of the term.
H The subject matter of the book follows the pattern now familiar in Ciba Symposia in which short papers are followed by discussions reported verbatim. Virtually every aspect of the biology of islet tissue was covered by these papers including much histology and histochemistry. A surprising amount of comparative physiology is introduced, and non-zoologists may be surprised to learn
